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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study the distribution of relevant documents in
aggregates, formed by grouping the retrieved documents according
to their domain. For each aggregate, we take into account its size,
and a measure of the correlation between its incoming and outgo-
ing hyperlinks. We report on a preliminary experiment with two
TREC topic distillation tasks, where we find that larger aggregates,
or those aggregates with correlated hyperlinks, are more likely to
contain relevant documents. This result shows that the distribution
of domain-level aggregates is potentially useful for finding relevant
documents.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]

General Terms: Experimentation

Keywords: Web IR, aggregates, distribution of relevant docu-
ments

1. INTRODUCTION
Web documents are organised in various ways. For example,

documents are connected by hyperlinks, providing the means for
navigation. In Web Information Retrieval (IR), hyperlink analysis
approaches have been used to detect and retrieve the most author-
itative documents. In addition, closely related Web documents are
found together in aggregates, organised hierarchically in directo-
ries, sites and domains. There have been efforts to automatically
identify aggregates of hypertext or Web documents, using either
graph theory [2], or heuristics based on observations of the struc-
ture of sites [3, 5]. In the context of TREC experiments, grouping
documents according to their domain has been employed in order
to limit the redundancy of retrieving many documents from a given
site [4]. However, the usefulness of evidence from the distribution
of domain-level aggregates has not been fully studied.

In this paper, we look at the distribution of relevant documents in
domain-level aggregates, and how it is related to two features of the
aggregates: the size of an aggregate, and the correlation between
the incoming and outgoing hyperlinks within the aggregate. Our
data set is the standard .GOV TREC collection, and its associated
topic distillation queries from TREC11 and TREC121.

1http://trec.nist.gov/pubs.html
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2. FEATURES OF AGGREGATES
In this paper, the aggregates are formed at query time, by group-

ing documents from the same domain. Let
���������
	

be the set
of retrieved documents for a query. For each unique domain that
appears in

�
, we create one aggregate �� . We look at two basic

features of these domain-level aggregates.
The first feature is related to the size �������� of an aggregate ��� ,

formed for a given query. We assume that if �� is relatively large,
then � � contains more documents related to the query topic. In this
case, a retrieval approach for finding the entry points of ��� may
improve retrieval effectiveness.

The second feature we consider is the correlation between the
outgoing and incoming links within an aggregate � � . The existence
of such a correlation suggests that there is a pattern in the distribu-
tion of the outgoing and incoming hyperlinks within �� . Therefore,
employing additional evidence from hyperlink analysis may be ap-
propriate for enhancing retrieval results. For each aggregate ��� , we
compute the percolation threshold ������� � � [6], as follows:

� � ������ � ������� ������ ��� ��!
�����"� ������ �����$#&%(')������ ������ ! (1)

where ���"� ������ ������ and
%(')������ ������

stand for the number of outgo-
ing and incoming links of document

� �
within � � respectively, and��* ! stands for the average of * . We consider only the hyperlinks

within � � , since we want to measure the cohesiveness of the spe-
cific aggregate. If � � ������ is undefined (for �����"� ������ ������ ! �,+

),
or �-����� � �/.1032 , then there is no correlation between the outgo-
ing and the incoming links within the aggregate ��� , and therefore,
the hyperlinks are distributed without any apparent pattern. When
� � �������546� +�7 0328� , we assume that there is some pattern in the
distribution of hyperlinks within �� ; the lower the value of � � ������� ,
the stronger the correlation is.

We assume that if an aggregate �� is large, or the outgoing and
incoming hyperlinks within � � are correlated, then � � is more likely
to contain relevant documents. We will test the validity of this as-
sumption in the following section.

3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In order to test the assumption that relevant documents are more

likely to be found in large aggregates, or in aggregates with corre-
lated hyperlinks, we experiment with a standard TREC collection,
the .GOV, and the topic distillation queries from both TREC11 and
TREC12. More specifically, the .GOV is a recent crawl of approx-
imately 1.25 million documents from the .gov domain. Both topic
distillation tasks involve finding useful entry points for the query
topics. However, for the TREC12 queries, the relevant documents
were restricted to be homepages of relevant sites, thus resulting in
a lower number of relevant documents per query.
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In order to form the aggregates of documents for each query, we
perform a content-only retrieval using the weighting scheme 93:<;
from Amati and van Rijsbergen’s Divergence From Randomness
(DFR) framework [1]. In order to reduce the overhead of form-
ing the aggregates, we select the set of the top 20000 documents
per query. Within this set, we identify all the distinct domains and
form the corresponding aggregates � � . Next, we compute the sizes
��������� , as well as the average size � �������� ! , and the percolation co-
efficient ������� � � for each aggregate.

We test the assumption of Section 2 by comparing the number' ��� � rel � of aggregates with at least one relevant document to: (a)
the number of aggregates ��� with at least one relevant document
and �=�������/> � ��������� ! , and (b) the number of aggregates �� with at
least one relevant document and � � �������?4@� +�7 0328� . Both condi-
tions are based on the characteristics of the distributions of aggre-
gates.
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Figure 1: Scatter plots of the number of �� with at least one rel-
evant document versus the number of � � with at least one rele-
vant document and ��������g> � �=������� ! (top), or � � �������g4h� +�7 0328�
(bottom), for both TREC11 and TREC12.

From Figure 1, we can see that the distribution of relevant doc-
uments in aggregates and the two features of the aggregates are re-
lated. For both cases, a quadratic curve fits the data accurately (lin-
ear fitting matched the data nearly as well, returning ikj �l+�m no�p�o
and i j �q+�m n�r�ns ). This shows that if

' ����� rel � is low for a query,
then the sizes of the corresponding aggregates are more likely to
be higher than � ��������� ! for the same query. Moreover, we find that
the outgoing and incoming links within these aggregates are cor-
related for most of the queries. As the number of aggregates with
relevant documents increases, we expect that some of the relevant
documents will appear in either smaller aggregates, or in aggregates
without correlated hyperlinks, justifying a quadratic curve fitting.

Moreover, we compare the probability 9t���� rel � of finding an
aggregate with at least one relevant document, to the conditional
probabilities that consider the size and the percolation coefficient
of the aggregates. We find that the probability 9t��� � rel u ����� � �`>� ��������� ! � of finding a large aggregate with at least one relevant doc-
ument is on average 5.21 times higher than 9t����� rel � . In addition,
we find that the probability 9t��� � rel u ������� � �S4v� +�7 032w�x� of finding
an aggregate with at least one relevant document and correlated hy-
perlinks is on average 4.93 times higher that 9t��� � rel � . Therefore,
it is more likely to find relevant documents in aggregates satisfying
either of the two conditions.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING RE-
MARKS

In this paper, we have presented results from an ongoing study of
the distribution of relevant documents in domain-level aggregates,
for two TREC topic distillation tasks. Since Web documents are
often organised in aggregates of closely related documents, we use
this information, and introduce a new source of evidence that can be
used for documents ranking. Our results show that both the size of
aggregates, as well as the correlation between their incoming and
outgoing hyperlinks, are effective for identifying the aggregates,
which are more likely to contain relevant documents.

From a Web IR perspective, these findings underline the fact that
apart from using the textual content of Web documents, along with
hyperlink analysis, evidence from the distribution of aggregates can
also be exploited. Indeed, in a refined model for topic distillation,
we could focus on the aggregates that are more likely to contain
relevant documents. For example, given a new query, we could se-
lect the large aggregates, which are more likely to contain relevant
documents, and apply hyperlink analysis to retrieve their best entry
points.

In future experiments, we will employ alternative features and
more refined approaches for detecting aggregates, using different
collections, as they become available. Moreover, an interesting di-
rection of further research is the incorporation of these features in
ranking the documents.
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